In a large-scale classroom experiment we study the functioning of an electronic over-thecounter (OTC) market mechanism, and compare its performance with that of a standard electronic double-auction (DA) mechanism. These two mechanisms differ for an important informational feature: in a DA market traders post their bids and asks publicly, while in an OTC market each agent looks for the best counterpart through bilateral and private bids and asks. Although in many actual markets negotiations occur via computer on a private, bilateral basis, electronic OTC markets have received little attention in the experimental literature. We find that the lack of public information that characterizes our OTC mechanism with respect to a DA mechanism induces a loss of almost eight efficiency points. We also show that this efficiency loss is due to the fact that, in the OTC mechanism, closing prices converge to a price below the competitive price and the traded quantity is lower than the competitive quantity. Finally, we investigate the efficiency and convergence properties of the OTC mechanism when demand or supply shocks modify the competitive equilibrium. Among other things, we show that supply shocks increasing the competitive quantity improve the OTC's efficiency.
Introduction
Experimental economists have studied the functioning and equilibrium properties of different market institutions for more than half a century. In particular, they have devoted a great deal of attention to the double-auction (henceforth DA) market introduced by Vernon Smith (1962) . In a DA market, buyers and sellers trade a single homogeneous good. Buyers can submit public bids for the good and are free to accept asks from sellers, while sellers can submit public asks and are free to accept bids from buyers. When a buyer accepts an ask, or a seller accepts a bid, a public transaction takes place at the accepted price, and both the bid and ask are removed from the market.
Because different units of the commodity are (typically) traded at different prices, and traders are price makers, DA markets are not competitive markets. However, Smith (1962) found that transaction prices and exchanged quantity quickly converge to the competitive price and quantity, and the efficiency reached by DA markets closely approximates that reached by competitive markets. Moreover, as shown also by subsequent experimental research, the convergence and efficiency properties of DA markets are robust to modifications in the number of buyers and sellers, in their redemption values for the good, as well as in the number of units of the good they can buy or sell (for a review of the experimental research on DA, see Friedman and Rust, 1993) .
Since the late 1970s, Smith and other experimental economists have explored the question of whether the convergence and efficiency properties displayed by DA markets are shared by other mechanisms. In particular, this literature has focused on other auction mechanisms such as the posted offer auction, in which sellers submit asks and buyers can purchase at the posted prices, or the clearing house auction, where buyers and sellers submit their bids and asks to a clearing house, and all units are sold at the price that clears the market. The basic outcome of this research is that other auction mechanisms also tend to converge to the competitive outcome, but they are generally less efficient than DA, and their convergence and efficiency properties are less robust than those of DA to minor modifications in the experimental design (for a review of this literature, see Holt, 1996, Cason and Friedman, 2008) .
In the present paper we explore the convergence and efficiency properties of a trading mechanism that is not an auction, but is similar to the DA mechanism under many other respects. Ours is an over-the-counter (henceforth OT C) decentralized mechanism in which, as in the DA setting, buyers and sellers are price makers and trade via computer a homogeneous good, different units of the good are typically traded at different prices, and no clearing house exists in the market. However, while in DA markets buyers and sellers post their bid quotes and ask quotes publicly, this public-information element is absent from our OT C market. In our OT C market, each agent looks for the best counterpart through private bids and asks submitted by computer, i.e. by making/receiving one electronic quote at a time to/from a single counterpart. If the quote is accepted, the transaction is carried out, and the closing price appears on the screens of all traders in the market, and is thus made public, as in DA markets. This feature of the market may be labeled as post-trade price transparency. However, and differently from the DA setting, the history of bids and asks that led to that transaction remains private information. Also if the quote is withdrawn, and again in contrast to the DA setting, the quote and the fact that it was withdrawn remain private information between the two counterparts.
If regarded in historical perspective, our OT C mechanism is very similar to the pit market designed by Edward Chamberlin (1948) in a seminal contribution to the experimental literature on market institutions. Chamberlin implemented a classroom market where students could roam freely around the room and engage in bilateral and private bargaining (for a review of classroom experiments on pit markets, see Holt, 1996) . However, there are three main differences between Chamberlin's setting and ours. First, in Chamberlin's classroom the bargaining between a buyer and a seller was conducted orally, and buyers and sellers physically close to the bargainers could learn their bids and asks. In our setting, these informational spillovers are ruled out by the fact that traders interact via computer, and the screen and keyboard of each subject's computer cannot be seen by other subjects. Second, Chamberlin did not always make public the price of closed transactions, while we always implement post-trade price transparency. Third, Chamberlin let experimental subjects trade for one single market period while we follow Smith (1962) and subsequent standard practice in experimental economics, and allow experimental subjects to trade for several periods so that they can gain experience about how the trading mechanism works. 1 It is important to explore this OT C mechanism for it has significant economic applications. In a large number of actual markets, negotiations and transactions occur on a bilateral basis rather than, as happens in auction markets, through publicly posted bids and asks. Moreover, these negotiations and transactions occur via computer rather than, as happens in pit markets, orally. Many types of government and corporate bonds, real estate, currencies, and bulk commodities are typically traded electronically over the counter. In a number of these OT C markets, such as those for U.S. corporate and municipal bonds, financial regulators have mandated post-trade price transparency, often implemented through a program called Trade Reporting and Compliance Engine (TRACE) (for a thorough discussion of OT C markets, see, e.g., Duffie et al., 2005 , Duffie, 2012 , Ang et al., 2013 .
Despite the economic relevance of OT C markets, we are not aware of any other experimental studies that have explored systematically the convergence and efficiency properties of an OT C mechanism and compared them to those of the standard DA mechanism. Our paper fills this lacuna.
More specifically, in order to investigate whether, in an OT C market transaction prices and exchanged quantity converge to their competitive levels, and how the efficiency reached by an OT C mechanism compares to that reached by the DA mechanism, we ran a series of classroom experiments. The experiments involved more than 3300 undergraduate students of almost the same age over a period of six years, namely from 2009 to 2014. As it is common in most classroom experiments, especially those involving markets (see Cason and Friedman, 2008) , we did not use monetary rewards to incentivize the students.
1 Recently, a trading mechanism in the spirit of Chamberlin has been investigated by List (2002 List ( , 2004 in field experiments involving a sports card market and a collector pin market. Like in Chamberlin's setting and differently from ours, in List's the buyer-seller bargaining is conducted orally rather than via computer. Like us and differently from Chamberlin, however, List allows subjects to trade for multiple periods (four), rather than for a single period. One key feature of List's experimental design is that in it subjects choose endogenously their role as buyers or sellers, while we follow Chamberlin and Smith in assigning subjects to one of the two roles exogenously and randomly. More generally, the focus of List's experiments is to examine how the experience of buyers and sellers influence the outcomes of a marketà la Chamberlin. Our goal, in contrast, is to compare the market outcomes of two trading mechanisms -OTCà la Chamberlin and DAà la Smith -under the assumption that traders have similar market experience.
Our main research hypothesis was that the information disadvantage of the OT C mechanism, where only closing prices are made public, over the DA mechanism, where the entire history of bids and asks is public information, makes OT C markets less efficient than DA markets. Our experimental findings validate this research hypothesis: the OT C market is less efficient than the DA market. We take as an index for efficiency the ratio between the surplus actually realized from trade and the equilibrium surplus. We find that in DA markets the average efficiency index is about 93 over 100, while in OT C markets the efficiency index is about 85. Thus the information gap between the OT C and the DA settings determines a loss of efficiency of almost 8 efficiency points. We show that this result is robust to both subjects' learning and to a reduction in the time length of trading periods.
To better understand how the lack of information about the history of bids and asks affects negatively the efficiency of the OT C mechanism, we study the pattern of closing prices and traded quantity in both the OT C and the DA setting. We find that, because of its informational features, in the OT C mechanism closing prices converge to a price that is below the competitive price. This, in turn, implies that the traded quantity is lower than the competitive quantity, which is the main source of the OT C's inefficiency.
We bring the analysis further: we decompose the loss of efficiency associated with both the OT C and DA mechanisms into two main components -intra-marginal inefficiency and extramarginal inefficiency -and show that, while the inefficiency associated with the DA mechanism is almost completely of the extra-marginal type, the inefficiency of the OT C mechanism is an even mixture of both types.
Finally, to deepen our comprehension of the OT C mechanism, we introduce shocks into the picture and study how efficiency in the OT C and the DA mechanisms is affected by different types of shocks, that is, by shifts in either the demand curve or the supply curve that modify the competitive equilibrium. We find that, in the short run, none of these shocks substantially affect the efficiency of either the OT C or the DA mechanism. Conversely, in the long run, a shock that shifts downwards the supply function is able to significantly increase the efficiency of the OT C market only. This is due to a reduction in the difference between the competitive price and the average closing price, this difference being usually positive in the OT C market.
Experimental Design
Procedures. We ran computerized classroom experiments through the z-Tree software (Fischbacher, 2007) . Sessions were held at Bocconi University, Milan, during a first-year introductory course in Microeconomics over six consecutive academic years, from 2009 to 2014. All classroom experiments were held in the month of October (first semester), always in the same computerized room, and run by the same experimenter (G. Attanasi), who is also one of the authors of this paper. About one third of enrolled students per year were involved in the experiments, i.e. 3366 students as a whole. The six cohorts of participants have been homogeneous in many features: age (almost all students being 19 or 20 years old), gender (45% female), nationality (around 80% Italians), and field of study (all were students in Economics). We kept the number of traders essentially constant (40 subjects) across the 84 experimental sessions we ran. 2 In 42 (i.e., half) of the sessions the DA treatment was implemented (1686 subjects in total), while in the remaining 42 sessions the OT C treatment was implemented (1680 subjects in total).
Common Features. Here we describe features of the design common to each of the 84 sessions:
• Number and length of trading periods. Each experimental session consists of nine trading periods. The nine periods are partitioned into three phases, with each phase consisting of three periods. The first six periods have equal clock time length, namely 120 seconds per period, hence the first and the second phase last 360 seconds each, that is, 6 minutes per phase. The last three periods (third phase) have a shorter clock time length, namely 60 seconds each, that is 3 minutes in total for the third phase. 3
• Market structure. The 40 subjects in each session are divided equally into buyers and sellers (20 buyers and 20 sellers for each session). As in Cason and Friedman (1996) , subjects are allowed to trade only one unit per period. During each period only one unit of a homogeneous good can be bought/sold by a specific buyer/seller. In particular, every seller owns only one unit of the good. Each buyer (seller) is assigned a valuation (a cost) for the single unit of the good he/she has to buy (sell). The buyer's valuation sets the maximum amount he/she can spend for one unit of the good, while the seller's cost sets the minimum amount he/she has to cash in for his/her unit. As in Smith (1962) , valuations and costs are exogenously given. In particular, valuations and costs are distributed so that each buyer (seller) has a different valuation (cost) from those of all other buyers (sellers). By sorting individual valuations from the highest to the lowest, and costs from the lowest to the highest, we obtain a demand and a supply curve, respectively. The competitiveequilibrium price and quantity are determined by the intersection of these two curves (see Figure 1 ). In particular, to check that the experimental outcomes are independent of the initial conditions, we implemented three different distributions of valuations/costs, leading to equilibrium quantity-price combinations A, B and C in Figure 1 . 4
• Budget constraints. Two budget-like constraints are imposed. A feasibility constraint imposes that buyers cannot bid over their own valuation, and sellers cannot ask under their own cost. An intertemporal constraint dictates that wealth cannot be transferred through different periods, hence a buyer cannot use in the next periods the amount not spent in the current period, and a seller cannot sell in the next periods the unit of the good not sold in the current period.
2 To be precise, in 81 sessions we had 40 subjects and in 3 sessions we had 42 subjects. 3 As will be clearer below, the reason for introducing a shorter third phase is twofold: check whether experimental outcomes are robust to further learning on the part of the subjects, and whether lack of time influences experimental outcomes in a different way in different treatments.
4 Equilibrium combination A, (q * , p * ) = (17, 64), is obtained from a distribution of valuations v and costs c with max v = 98, min c = 32 and a 2-integer distance between two subsequent valuations or costs, i.e. v ∈ {98, 96, ..., 62, 60} and c ∈ {32, 34, ..., 68, 70}. Similarly, equilibrium combination B, (q * , p * ) = (14, 70), is obtained with max v = 98, min c = 44 and a 2-integer distance between two subsequent valuations or costs; equilibrium combination C, (q * , p * ) = (14, 58), is obtained with max v = 86, min c = 44 and same 2-integer distance. • Information. At the beginning of each phase, subjects are informed that the phase is constituted by three periods. In each period, subjects do not know the distributions of valuations and costs in the market. 5 At the beginning of each phase, each subject is given three pieces of information: his/her role (either buyer or seller), his/her redemption value (either valuation or cost) for the single unit of the good, and his/her ID. These are private information and always appear on the subject's screen. It is common knowledge that while subjects' roles and redemption values are kept constant in the three periods of the phase, their IDs are reshuffled at every period. This prevents subjects from identifying trading counterparts in a given period on the basis of IDs learned in previous periods. At the end of the each phase, roles are kept constant while redemption values are reshuffled. Therefore, in the second (third) phase a given subject might have a different redemption value than in the first (first and second) phase (phases). To prevent repeated-game effects, subjects are informed about the existence of a second (third) phase only at the end of the first (second) phase.
• Incentives. At the end of each period, each subject sees on the screen his/her payoff as the difference between valuation and closing price -if he/she is a buyer -or between closing price and cost -if he/she is a seller. If a subject does not trade his/her commodity unit within the period, his/her payoff is equal to zero. As it is common in many classroom experiments, and because the exceptionally large number of students involved in our setting would make paying them too expensive, we do not use monetary incentives. However, we
give students a non-monetary incentive to play fairly: at the end of each of the two phases, subjects are ranked according to their corrected total profit in that phase. 6 We then asked the four subjects having earned the highest total profit in that phase to stand up and praised them publicly for their performance. 7
Main Treatments. The main treatment variable is the trading mechanism used to allow buyers and sellers to interact within a trading period. We have two trading mechanisms, DA and OT C, with 42 experimental sessions per treatment. In both treatments, once a subject's quote is accepted by a counterpart, the closing price appears on the screens of all subjects, not only of the two traders. In this way prices of closed transactions are made public in chronological order. However, two main features distinguish the DA from the OT C treatment:
• Public vs. private quotes. We define a buyer's (seller's) bid (ask) as "public" if it can be addressed to all sellers (buyers) in the market and it is disclosed to all buyers and sellers (also to those no more in the market). Conversely, we define a quote as "private" if it can be addressed to only one counterpart in the market and only this subject can observe it.
In particular:
-In the DA treatment, buyers and sellers post their bids and asks publicly, so that the bid-ask history of the market is public information. Hence, every buyer (seller) is always informed about the best bid (ask) on the market.
-In the OT C treatment, each subject looks for the best counterpart through private bids and asks. More precisely, a subject can send only one quote at a time to a single counterpart, by indicating the amount of the quote and the counterpart's ID. If the counterpart does not reply, the quote may be withdrawn and a new quote can be made that differs either in terms of the amount, the counterpart's ID or both. 8
• Bid/ask improvement rule. The bid/ask improvement rule imposes that, in order to make a valid quote, a subject has to improve on the existing situation. A buyer has to submit a bid higher than the current highest bid (ascending auction), and a seller has to submit an ask lower than the current lowest ask (descending auction). When a buyer and a seller reach an agreement, they exit the market, the standing bids and asks are removed, and new bids and asks can be submitted.
-In the DA treatment, the bid/ask improvement rule holds. Every subject is informed about the highest bid and the lowest ask existing in the market, and a transaction between a buyer and a seller is realized when either the former accepts the standing lowest ask of the sellers' descending auction or the latter accepts the standing highest bid of the buyers' ascending auction. The closing price is the accepted quote.
-In the OT C treatment, the bid/ask improvement rule does not hold: subjects do not observe the best bid and ask present in the market, and, whenever they withdraw a quote, they can replace their previous bid (ask) with a lower (higher) one in the new quote.
Additional Treatments. We define an exogenous shock as a modification in the buyers' valuations (i.e., a shift in the market demand curve) or a modification in the sellers' costs (i.e., a shift in the market supply curve) that leads to a change in the competitive quantity q * and the competitive price p * . Further treatment variables are: the possibility that an exogenous shock is introduced in the second phase; whether this shock concerns the buyers' valuations or the sellers' costs; whether valuations (or costs) are increased or decreased.
• No shock vs. shock. In 36 over 84 experimental sessions no shock is applied in the second phase. In all phases of the experiment, the distribution of valuations/costs is always the same, leading to either A, or B or C in Figure 1 (6 experimental sessions per treatment for each quantity-price combination). 9 In the remaining 48 experimental sessions a shock is applied to either demand or supply for both the DA treatment (24 sessions) and the OT C treatment (24 sessions). In all these sessions, a shock occurs at the beginning of the second phase (period 4), and is maintained during the whole second phase (periods 4-6) and during the third phase (periods 7-9). The third phase is mainly run in order to check whether further learning on the part of the subjects may have different effects on the experimental outcomes when a specific shock is applied.
• Types of shocks. We implement four different types of shocks (6 experimental sessions for each type of shock, per treatment). Each type of shock is characterized by two features: whether the variation concerns the support of the valuations or the support of costs; whether all redemption values in a support are increased or decreased by the same amount. 10 Shocks produce shifts in either the demand or the supply curve and thus lead to a change in the predicted competitive quantity q * and competitive price p * . By defining as negative (positive) a shock that leads to an decrease (increase) of the competitive quantity q * , the four shocks can be classified as: 11
1. a negative (downward) shift of demand, indicated as D − and leading to a decrease of both q * and p * (in Figure 1 , from A to C);
2. a positive (upward) shift of demand, indicated as D + and leading to an increase of both q * and p * (in Figure 1 , from combination C to combination A);
3. a negative (upward) shift of supply, symbolized by S − and determining a decrease of q * and an increase of p * (in Figure 1 , from A to B);
4. a positive (downward) shift of supply, symbolized by S + and determining an increase of q * and a decrease of p * (in Figure 1 , from B to A).
• Information. Subjects are given no information about the fact that a shock has been applied in the second phase and maintained in the third phase, nor about the type of shock. Table 1 summarizes our experimental design by indicating the absolute number of sessions that we ran for each market mechanism (main treatments: DA and OT C), without shock and for each of the four types of shock (D − , D + , S − , S + ). As Table 1 shows, we ended up having 10 treatments, each one characterized by a different mechanism-shock combination.
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Results
The basic measure on which we rely to compare the performance of DA and OT C mechanisms is the efficiency index defined by Smith (1962) and used, among others, by Gode and Sunder (1993) . It is the ratio between the the total uniperiodal profit actually earned by all traders in a market (i.e., the sum of consumer and producer realized market surplus), and the maximum total uniperiodal profit that could have been earned by all traders in the market (i.e., the sum of consumer and producer equilibrium surplus). The efficiency index goes from 0 (minimal efficiency) to 100 (full efficiency), with full efficiency being reached if all subjects trade at the equilibrium price. The efficiency index, however, says nothing about the causes of the inefficiency. To better understand these causes, we also compare the quantity actually traded in these markets with the predicted competitive quantity, and study the pattern of closing prices under the DA and OT C mechanisms. Moreover, following Rust et al. (1993) , we decompose inefficiency into two main components: intra-marginal inefficiency and extra-marginal inefficiency. There is intra-marginal inefficiency (henceforth IM-inefficiency) when two intra-marginal traders -i.e., a buyer with a valuation higher than the competitive price and a seller with a cost lower than the competitive price -do not exchange. Extra-marginal inefficiency (EM-inefficiency), by contrast, occurs when an extra-marginal trader -i.e., a buyer with a valuation lower than the competitive price or a seller whose cost is higher than the competitive price -exchanges with an intra-marginal trader.
First we compare the relative performance of DA and OT C mechanisms in the 36 sessions (18 per mechanism) without shocks. Then we perform the same analysis for the 48 sessions (24 per mechanism) characterized by an exogenous shock in period 4, that is, at the beginning of the second phase. In order to facilitate comparison between the treatments without shocks (section 3.1) and those with shocks (section 3.2), we report results for the entire experimental session (periods 1-9) and for the first phase (periods 1-3), the second phase (periods 4-6), and the third phase (periods 7-9) separately. 12 3.1 DA and OTC without shocks Table 2 reports the efficiency index for the DA and OT C markets respectively. Recall that the informational advantage of the DA over the OT C mechanism is due to the fact that in the former the entire history of bids and asks is public information, while in the latter only the closing prices are made public. As expected, this makes the DA market more efficient, on average, than the OT C market. More precisely, over periods 1-9 we observe an average efficiency index of 93.1 in the DA market: this result is in line with past findings of Gode and Sunder (1993) , and Cason and Friedman (1996) . We also find that the average efficiency index is greater in the DA than in the OT C market (85.3), with this difference being significant at 1% level (see results of Mann-Whitney test in the first row, first column of Table 7 in the Appendix, rejecting the null hypothesis of equal population medians with P-value = 0.000). This significant loss of efficiency in the OT C market is quantified in 7.8 efficiency points on average across all trading periods. Table 2 : Efficiency index in the no-shock treatment.
As it has been already shown in other experimental studies (see Cason and Friedman, 1996 , and references therein), experience in market experiments, i.e. learning, increases the efficiency of a market institution. In our study this is true, in particular, for the OT C mechanism. Over the first phase of the experiment (periods 1-3) its average efficiency index is in fact 79.2, which is more than 10 points smaller than the average efficiency index of the DA mechanism (91.9) and more than 20 points far from full efficiency. This situation leaves more room for efficiency gains due to traders' learning. In fact, in passing from the first to second phase of the experiment (periods 4-6), the average efficiency of the OT C mechanism increases by more than 12 efficiency points (from 79.2 to 91.5) and the gap with the average efficiency of the DA mechanism (94.4) reduces to just 2.9 efficiency points. However, the improvement in the efficiency of the OT C mechanism disappears when the trading time shortens. In the third phase of the experiment (periods 7-9), when the trading time in each period is only 60 seconds, that is half the time of all previous periods, the efficiency index of the OT C mechanism significantly decreases, and passes from 91.5 (second phase) to 85.1 (third phase). This loss of efficiency appears to be due to the lack of time to privately look for the best counterpart in the OTC market. This supposition is confirmed by the fact that in the DA market, which is less affected by lack of time thanks to the faster public double-auction trading procedure, the average efficiency in the third phase (93.1) is only slightly smaller than the average efficiency in the second phase (94.4). It is important to notice, however, that the average efficiency index for the OTC market in the third phase of the experiment (85.1) is significantly greater (6 efficiency points) than in the first phase (79.2). Therefore, it seems that in the OT C market learning effects partially compensate the increased difficulty in finding the best counterpart when the time available is halved.
The above findings are summarized as follows:
Result 1 (Efficiency). The DA market is significantly more efficient than the the OT C market. The efficiency gap can be quantified in 7.8 efficiency points over all trading periods. Learning partially offsets this efficiency gap, although this effect is smaller the smaller the length of the trading period.
Now we focus on the analysis of the causes of the higher inefficiency of the OT C mechanism. This may come from two sources: the actual traded quantity q being different from the competitive quantity q * ; and/or closing prices converging to a price that is different from the competitive price p * . Table 3 reports, for each of the nine trading periods, the fraction of sessions where the traded quantity is different than the competitive one. Indeed, if q < q * , then profitable trades between some intra-marginal buyer and some intra-marginal seller have not taken place. If q > q * , then some commodity units that should have been left out of the market have instead been exchanged: either some extra-marginal buyer managed to buy from an intra-marginal seller, or some extra-marginal seller managed to sell his/her unit to an intra-marginal buyer, or both.
Notice that exchange between two extra-marginal traders is impossible: extra-marginal buyers have valuations below the competitive price, while extra-marginal sellers have costs above the competitive price. Therefore, the set of possible agreements between these two categories of traders is empty. Table 3 shows that in the DA market, q < q * in only 14% of all trading periods. This result is consistent with existing experimental evidence about DA (see, e.g., Gode and Sunder, 1993, Cason and Friedman, 1996) , and appears to be due to the informational features of the DA mechanism. Since in these markets the current highest bid and the current lowest ask are public information, it is easy for intra-marginal buyers (who have higher valuations than extra-marginal buyers) and intra-marginal sellers (who have lower costs than extra-marginal sellers) to propose DA OTC q < q * q = q * q > q * q < q * q = q * q > q Table 3 : Traded quantity q vs. competitive-equilibrium quantity q * in the no-shock treatment (for each mechanism, in percentage over all sessions within the same period).
deals that can be accepted by an intra-marginal counterpart. This aspect of the DA mechanism is not significantly affected by learning or the duration of the trading period, as the percentage of periods for which q < q * remains quite stable over the three phases of the experiment.
In the OT C market, q < q * much more frequently than in DA market, namely in 55% of all trading periods. Our explanation for this result is that, since in OT C markets negotiations are conduced on a one-to-one basis, intra-marginal traders can easily miss the possibility of closing a profitable transaction before the end of the trading period, due the limited trading time. To support this explanation, notice that, when traders become more experienced, the percentage of periods for which q < q * strongly decreases: it is 67% on average in the first phase, and only 35% on average in the second phase. This corresponds to a notable increase in the efficiency of the OT C mechanism (+12.3 efficiency points), as reported in Table 2 above. Correspondingly, the decrease in efficiency from the second to the third phase in the OT C market (−6.4 efficiency points) is associated with a significant increase (from 35% to 63% on average) in the percentage of periods for which q < q * . In the OT C mechanism, therefore, the positive effects of learning on the quantity traded disappear as the length of the trading period decreases.
These findings can be summarized as follows:
Result 2 (Traded quantity). The DA trading mechanism only rarely delivers a traded quantity q lower than the competitive quantity q * . This is independent of traders' learning. Conversely, the OT C trading mechanism very often delivers q < q * . Learning about the trading mechanism significantly reduces the number of trading periods where q < q * , although this effect is smaller the smaller the length of the trading period.
The result that in the OT C market q < q * can be related to the pattern of closing prices. If the market converges to an average closing price below (above) the competitive price p * , intramarginal sellers (intra-marginal buyers) -who in a competitive market would have sold (bought) a unit of the good -are left out of the market. This, in turn, reduces the quantity exchanged and generates inefficiencies. We therefore take a closer look at the pattern of closing prices and at their (possible) convergence to the competitive equilibrium.
In the left panel of Figure 2 , we draw the pattern of closing prices in all trading periods of a single DA experimental session, while in the right panel we do the same for a single OT C session (as we will see in a moment, what happens in these two specific sessions is representative of what occurs in all other sessions) For each of the 9 periods of both sessions, the predicted equilibrium combination is A in Figure 1 , i.e. (q * , p * ) = (17, 64). In both panels of Figure 2 , the units traded are plotted in abscissas according to the chronological order in which they have been traded in each period (the first unit traded in period 1 comes first on the abscissas line, the second unit traded in period 1 comes second, etc.), with units traded in period 2 plotted after those traded in period 1, and so on until period 9. The prices corresponding to each traded unit are plotted in ordinates; the dashed line corresponds to the predicted competitive price, while the continuous line expresses the average closing price over all 9 periods. Figure 2 shows that price convergence to the average closing price occurs in both markets. However, in the DA treatment the average closing price almost coincides with the competitive price (the continuous and dashed lines are superposed). In contrast, in the OT C treatment the average closing price is clearly below the competitive price. The latter result might be explained by the fact that, despite the experimentally-imposed symmetry between the role of buyer and the role of seller, sellers feel much more pressure than buyers in finding a trading counterpart. They want to get rid of the unit of the good they own, and thus are willing to sell it cheaply (see Feldhütter, 2012) .
As a matter of fact, the average share of the total surplus allocated to buyers in the DA market is 54.8%; while it is equal to 60% in the OT C. This difference is significant at 1% level using a Wilcoxon rank sum test.
This pattern of closing prices does not characterize only the specific DA and OT C experimental sessions represented in Figure 2 , but holds for all the DA and OT C experimental sessions without shocks. This is shown in Figure 3 , where we report the histogram of the relative deviations from the competitive price for periods 4-6 of all experimental sessions with no shock. Recall that (see Table 2 ), among the three phases of the experiment, the highest efficiency is found in the second phase (periods 4-6) and that this holds for both trading mechanisms. Given that the maximum (full) efficiency is found by construction when (p, q) = (p * , q * ), we guess that if convergence to the competitive equilibrium were reached, this would happen in the second phase. Therefore, we plot the histogram of ∆p * i = (p i − p * )/p * , where p i is the closing price of commodity unit i in periods 4-6 and p * is the competitive price. 13 In the left panel of Figure  3 , we report the histogram of ∆p * i for the DA treatment: Although this distribution is slightly skewed on the left, it is roughly centered around 0. This confirms that, over all DA sessions with no shock, the closing prices converge to p * in the second phase of the experiment. In contrast, the histogram for the OT C market - Figure 3 , right panel -shows that relative deviations of closing prices are almost normally distributed and that their mean is slightly below 0. This confirms 13 Notice that, for each trading mechanism (DA and OT C), we do not find significant differences in experimental outcomes across the three different distributions of valuations/costs (i.e., among A, B and C in Figure 1 , for the 18 sessions without shocks in each main treatment). Therefore, without loss of generality, given a trading mechanism, we can analyze ∆p * i by pooling data of all sessions with no shock. that, even when we consider all OT C experimental sessions, the closing prices converge to a price below the competitive price. This, in turn, implies that some intra-marginal sellers are left out of the market, that the exchanged quantity remains lower than the competitive quantity, and that inefficiencies emerge. The findings summarized in Figure 1 and in Figure 3 are also confirmed by the dynamic panel data regression of closing prices in Table 8 in the Appendix. In both main treatments DA and OT C, autocorrelation coefficients of lag prices are all positive and lower than 1, which confirms price convergence under both trading mechanisms. Furthermore, in the joint regression, the OT C-treatment dummy is significant and negative, thereby confirming that closing prices are on average lower in the OT C than in the DA treatment. 14 Therefore, the following result can be stated:
Result 3 (Closing price). In the DA treatment the average closing price almost coincides with the competitive price, while in the OT C treatment the average closing price is significantly lower than the competitive price. All this also holds in the second phase of the experiment, where closing prices are more likely to converge to the equilibrium price.
Result 3 is further explored in a regression analysis of efficiency that is based not only on the data for periods 4-6, but on data of all periods (see Table 9 in the Appendix). 15 This regression 14 Since we have a large panel of price processes for each period, we use the System GMM estimator developed by Blundell and Bond (1998) . We run a regression for each treatment separately and then a joint regression with both treatments. 15 We use a zero-or-one inflated beta regression model, since the dependent variables are bounded in the interval [0, 1] and can take values at the boundaries with positive probability. For a general approach and an extensive shows that efficiency in DA markets is increasing as the average trading pricep approaches the equilibrium price, p * , that is, as the absolute difference |p − p * | shrinks. By contrast, in the OT C market a decrease in |p − p * | does not lead to any statistically significant change in efficiency. This finding is consistent with our descriptive analysis about the two markets. The DA market exhibits a very consistent behavior, in thatp is often close to p * (for about 40% of our trading periods, the absolute difference is lower than 1 unit). Therefore, even a very slight change in the average trading price can entail a change in the efficiency for this market. However, in the OT C mechanism this difference betweenp and p * is often large (for more than 76% of the trading periodsp is more than 1 unit away from p * and, in 74% of them, this difference is negative). Therefore, there is not sufficient variation for the absolute difference to have a significant impact on efficiency. Notice that this is also consistent with the informational features of the two markets. In the DA market, the bid-ask improvement rule drives out intra-marginal players from the game as they can hardly beat the quotes made by extra-marginal players. The pricing feature of the market becomes very important in this context, as slight deviations from the equilibrium price (and for a given equilibrium quantity), can change the total surplus by excluding extra-marginal players or including intra-marginal ones. In the OT C market, there is no information about the bids and asks of other players. Therefore, the mass of trades becomes a more crucial determinant of market efficiency. A traded quantity closer to the equilibrium quantity generates by itself more market efficiency in the OT C mechanism. Although this may also cause the average trading price to be closer to the equilibrium price, the latter effect seems to go through only via the distance description of beta regressions see Ospina and Ferrari (2012) .
between the traded and the equilibrium quantity. 16 The analysis can be brought further. To better understand the efficiency gap between the DA mechanism and the OT C mechanism, it is useful to decompose the loss of surplus generated by these two market mechanisms into IM-inefficiency, which emerges when two intra-marginal traders do not exchange; and EM-inefficiency, which occurs when an extra-marginal trader exchanges with an intra-marginal trader.
There is a somewhat tricky relationship between IM-inefficiency, EM-inefficiency, the traded quantity q, and the competitive quantity q * . First, IM-inefficiency is linked to a decrease in the traded quantity: if two intra-marginal traders do no exchange, then q cannot be greater than q * . EM-inefficiency, in contrast, could be linked to an increase in the traded quantity, though it can be present also if q is unchanged. To see why, recall that exchange between two extra-marginal traders is impossible. Thus, an extra-marginal trader always trades a commodity unit with an intra-marginal trader, and in so doing he/she displaces some intra-marginal trader. Two things may happen to a displaced intra-marginal trader: he/she may find another extra-marginal trader with whom he/she trades a commodity unit and in this case q increases; otherwise, he/she may be unable to trade a commodity unit, in which case the quantity q traded on the market does not change. To complicate the picture, when q < q * , both IM-inefficiency and EM-inefficiency can be present. For instance, imagine that intra-marginal buyer B1 and intra-marginal seller S1 are unable to trade: this decreases the traded quantity and generates IM-inefficiency. However, at the same time, intra-marginal buyer B2 trades with extra-marginal seller S3 who bumps intramarginal seller S2: This creates EM-inefficiency but does not modify the traded quantity, which remains one unit below q * .
We can summarize the relationships between IM-inefficiency, EM-inefficiency, q and q * as follows:
• if q > q * , the only source of inefficiency is EM-inefficiency;
• if q = q * and realized surplus equals equilibrium surplus, the inefficiency equals 0: all intra-marginal traders have traded their unit and all extra-marginal traders are out of the market;
• if q = q * but realized surplus is lower than equilibrium surplus, then the existing efficiency is certainly due to EM-inefficiency. IM-inefficiency is ruled out because q is not smaller than q * ;
• if q < q * , we certainly have IM-inefficiency, but we may also have EM-inefficiency.
Based on our data -that include the redemption values of all traders, the competitive quantity and price, the equilibrium surplus, the quantity actually traded, and the closing prices of all traded units -we can decompose the loss of surplus associated with a specific trading mechanism (DA or OT C) into its IM-inefficiency and EM-inefficiency components. 17 Table 4 reports the results of our market inefficiency audit, by indicating -separately for the DA mechanism and for the OT C mechanism -the percentage of IM-inefficiency and of EM-inefficiency behind the loss of surplus generated by a specific trading mechanism (notice that, for each mechanism, the sum of the two percentages is 1). Table 4 : Sources of inefficiency (in percentage over total inefficiency) in the no-shock treatment.
IM-
We find that in the DA market IM-inefficiency accounts on average for only 6.3% of total inefficiency, while EM-inefficiency accounts for the residual 93.7% percent. This is congruous with the data displayed in Table 3 , which show that in DA markets the traded quantity q is lower than the competitive quantity q * only in 14% of all market periods (recall that we have IM-inefficiency, possibly associated with EM-inefficiency, only when q < q * ). In the OT C setting, by contrast, we have a mixture of IM-inefficiency and EM-inefficiency. However, as in the DA setting, EMinefficiency plays a more important role: on average across all sessions, IM-inefficiency accounts for only 26.2% of the total market inefficiency. Again, this finding is consistent with the data of Table 3 according to which in the OT C setting q is lower than q * in 55% of all market periods. Furthermore, notice that in the OT C setting, the weight of IM-inefficiency is significantly greater than 50% only in trading period 1, where several inexperienced intra-marginal traders are unable to find the best counterpart within the allowed 3 minutes. The highest IM-inefficiency is found in period 1 also in the DA setting, although here it only accounts for 16.6% of the loss of surplus. Again, in the DA mechanism public asks/bids facilitate immediate learning of the trading mechanism and reduce the time needed to find the best counterpart to trade with. The findings summarized in Table 3 and in Table 4 are confirmed by Beta regression analysis of efficiency and IM-inefficiency by treatment (see Table 9 in the Appendix): in both the DA and the OT C market, an increase in the traded quantity q with respect to the equilibrium quantity q * increases efficiency and decreases (increases) IM-inefficiency (EM-inefficiency). All these effects are significant at 1% level.
These findings are summarized in the following:
Result 4 (Sources of inefficiency). The source of inefficiency in the DA market is almost exclusively extra-marginal. An important amount of intra-marginal inefficiency is instead detected in the OT C market, though significantly smaller than the amount of extra-marginal inefficiency.
DA and OTC with shocks
In order to grasp better the functioning of the OT C mechanism and compare it with the functioning of the DA mechanism, we introduce shocks into the picture and study how the efficiency of each mechanism is affected by shocks. Recall that, in our design, shocks are shifts in either the demand or the supply curve that lead to a change in both the competitive quantity q * and the competitive price p * . In all 48 experimental sessions with shocks, the shock occurs in period 4 (first period of the second phase) and is maintained until the end of the experiment, i.e. both during the second phase (periods 4-6) and during the third phase (periods 7-9). We implement four types of shock: D − , which decreases q * and p * ; D + , which increases q * and p * ; S − , which decreases q * and increases p * ; and S + , which increases q * and decreases p * . Table 5 reports the efficiency index for DA and OT C markets in period 4, over periods 4-6 (second phase), and over periods 7-9 (third phase) in the case without shocks (first column) and for each of the four types of shock. 18
4-6 7-9 4 4-6 7-9 4 4-6 7-9 4 4-6 7-9 4 4-6 7-9 DA 95. Table 5 : Efficiency index by main treatment and type of shock.
Consider first the DA market. Without shocks, the efficiency index in period 4 is equal to 95.2. When shocks decreasing q * are implemented (i.e. D − and S − ), the efficiency index in period 4 is slightly lower: −5 efficiency points for D − and −3.9 efficiency points for S − . In contrast, for shocks increasing q * (i.e. D + and S + ), the efficiency index is slightly higher in period 4: +1.6 efficiency points for D + and +2.1 for S + . Over periods 4-6, the efficiency loss associated with negative shocks tends to vanish: for the D − shock the efficiency index (93.1) approaches the one without shocks (94.4). The same happens for the S − shock, where the efficiency index (93.6) is even closer to the treatment without shocks. Conversely, the efficiency gap between the baseline treatments and those with positive shocks hangs over (+1.8 for D + and +3.2 for S + ). Table 5 shows similar qualitative results over periods 7-9, coupled with a slight decrease of efficiency -independent of the presence of a shock and of the type of shock -due to trading periods of reduced time length. Notice that, given the sign of the shock, no significant asymmetry is detected between shocks concerning the demand function and shocks concerning the supply function in any of periods 4-9.
The main finding is in accord with those presented in other studies of DA markets with shocks (see, e.g. Davis et al., 1993) : The temporary efficiency loss provoked in DA markets by shocks D − and S − may be explained by the fact that both shocks increase the fraction of extra-marginal traders in the market (D − increases the fraction of extra-marginal sellers while S − increases the fraction of extra-marginal buyers). This, in turn, increases the probability that extra-marginal traders manage to exchange with some intra-marginal trader and therefore raises the EM-inefficiency of the DA mechanism. However, due to the trading-enhancing features (e.g., public asks/bids) of the DA mechanism, negative shocks are absorbed within few periods.
Compared to the DA market, in the OT C market we observe in period 4 a similarly small efficiency loss due to negative shocks (with respect to 92.1 in the baseline, −2.1 both for D − and S − ) and a stronger efficiency gain due to positive shocks (+3.6 for D + and +5.2 for S + ). Under S + , in period 4 the efficiency of the OT C mechanism (97.3) reaches exactly the same level as in the DA mechanisms. Thus, we can observe that soon after a shock of any type takes place (period 4), the efficiency of the DA and OT C mechanisms is very close. Mann-Whitney test in Table 7 in the Appendix does not reject the null hypothesis of equal population medians between efficiency in DA and efficiency in OT C in period 4 (second column) for each of the four types of shock (D , D + , S − , S + ).
Differently from the DA market, in the OT C market the efficiency gap between the baseline and the negative shocks hangs over during periods 4-6 (−3.1 for D − and −2 for S − ). As in the DA treatment, also the efficiency gap between the baseline and the positive shocks hangs over during periods 4-6 (+1.9 for D + and +3.3 for S + ). Notice that, if the positive shock concerns the supply function, then its positive effect on efficiency hangs over in periods 7-9 too (S + vs. no shock: +4.6 in periods 7-9). For all other shocks, reduced time length of trading periods 7-9 leads to a sharply decrease in the efficiency index, as it happens in the treatment without shock, with no significant difference in the efficiency index between shock vs. no shock treatments.
The following result can therefore be stated:
Result 5.a (Efficiency after shocks in DA and in OTC ). Shocks that reduce (increase) the competitive quantity slightly decrease (increase) the efficiency of both the DA and the OT C market. In the long run, the efficiency gap with respect to the no-shock treatment presents the following trends: (i) it vanishes for both types (demand and supply) of negative shock in both markets; (ii) it hangs over for both types of positive shock in the DA market; (iii) in the OT C market, it hangs over and increases only for a positive shock S + in the supply function.
Coming back to the comparison between efficiency in the DA market and in the OT C market, we have shown above that the introduction of a shock changes the main finding of Result 1 in the short run: after a shock, we observe a similar efficiency in the two markets in period 4. However, the main finding of Result 1 holds in the long run: Mann-Whitney test in Table 7 in the Appendix rejects the null hypothesis of equal population medians between efficiency in DA and efficiency in OT C in periods 4-6 and in periods 7-9 for all types of shock (D − , D + , S − , S + ). This is summarized in the following:
Result 5.b (Efficiency gap after shocks). The introduction of a shock offsets the efficiency gap between the DA and the OT C market in the period where the shock is applied: This is independent of the type of shock. However, the gap emerges again after few periods and increases as the length of the trading period shrinks.
The specific effect of a positive shock of the supply function over the efficiency of the OT C market deserves a more thorough discussion. Following the same procedure as in the previous section, we now analyze in more detail how the shocks applied in period 4 affect the traded quantity and the pattern of closing prices in the OT C market from period 4 onward. At the end of the section, we compare IM-inefficiency to EM-inefficiency in the OT C market. Table 6 reports -for the first period of the second phase (i.e., period 4), on average over the second phase (periods 4-6), and on average over the third phase (periods 7-9) -the percentage of experimental sessions in which the traded quantity q in the OT C market is lower, equal or higher than the competitive quantity q * , both without shocks (first line) and under each of the four types of shock.
Period 4
Periods 4-6 Periods 7-9 q < q * q = q * q > q * q < q * q = q * q > q * q < q * q = q * q > q Table 6 : Traded quantity q vs competitive quantity q * in the OTC treatment with shocks (in percentage over all periods.
We note that the treatments where the percentage of sessions with q < q * in period 4 is lower than in the baseline (i.e. no-shock) treatment are those characterized by an increase of the traded quantity (D + and S + ). However, the positive shock to the supply function S + consistently induces a lower percentage of sessions for which q < q * over all trading periods after the shock, i.e. both in the second phase (11.1% vs. 35.2% in periods 4-6) and in the last phase of the experiment (61.1% vs. 63% in periods 7-9). Furthermore, after S + , the percentage of sessions with q > q * is higher than in the baseline treatment only for periods 4-6 and it tends to align to the baseline treatment in periods 7-9. Hence, the following result can be stated:
Result 6 (Traded quantity after shocks in OTC ). The introduction of a shock in the OT C market decreases the probability that q < q * , and increases the likelihood that q ≥ q * in the long run, only if the shock shifts downwards the supply function.
Table 6 also shows that the introduction of a positive shock of the demand function in the OTC market does not lead to any substantial difference -in terms of traded quantity -with respect to the no-shock treatment. To this phenomenon corresponds the fact that the OT C efficiency raises more significantly as a consequence of a S + shock than of a D + shock, as shown above in Table 5 . The higher efficiency reached in the S + case can be explained by looking at the pattern of closing prices in the OT C market. In the previous section we pointed out that in the OT C market closing prices converge to a price below the competitive price p * . The fact that a S + shock reduces the predicted competitive price p * brings the value of p * closer to the actual OT C closing prices, thereby raising the efficiency of this mechanism. Figure 4 confirms this intuition. It presents the pattern of closing prices in an OT C market before (periods 1-3) and after (periods 4-9) a S + shock. The dashed line represents p * , which in period 4 decreases as a consequence of S + , while the continuous line represents the average closing price, which before the shock is below p * .
The price pattern in Figure 4 shows that, when p * decreases as a consequence of an S + shock, the distance between the average closing price and p * almost disappears. This happens because the predicted p * decreases much more than the average closing price. In fact, buyers who are extra-marginal before the shock do not immediately realize (due to lack of public information in OT C about bids and asks) that they have become intra-marginal after the shock. We find that they accept closing prices slightly higher than the new equilibrium price. This corresponds to the above mentioned fact that, after the shock, the percentage of experimental sessions in which q < q * significantly decreases and the efficiency of the OT C mechanism increases. This effect cannot be produced by any of the other three types of shock. In fact, both S − and D + increases p * , thereby amplifying the gap between the average closing price and p * . A D − shock decreases p * , but it also decreasesp of a similar amount. In fact, sellers who are intra-marginal before the shock, do not immediately realize (due to lack of public information about bids and asks in OT C) that they are extra-marginal after the shock. We find that as soon as they realize they are not able to get rid of the unit of the good they own (same effect found in OT C with no shock) they ask for prices even lower than the average closing price before the shock. This is stated in the following result:
Result 7 (Closing price after shocks in OTC ). A positive shock of the supply function S + decreases the competitive price p * more than the average closing pricep. Given Result 3, this reduces the (positive) difference between p * andp. This effect is not found under any of the other three types of shock.
The above result can also be stated in terms of IM-inefficiency. In the previous section we showed that the inefficiency of the OT C mechanism is also due the failure of intra-marginal traders to exchange among themselves (IM-inefficiency), while this source of inefficiency is absent in the DA market. We also saw that IM-inefficiency occurs for sure when q < q * . Since an S + shock drastically reduces the cases in which q < q * in OT C markets (Table 6) , we conclude that this type of shock also reduces the IM-inefficiency of the OT C mechanism, thereby raising its overall efficiency. This is confirmed by the regression analysis of efficiency and IM-inefficiency by treatment (see Table 9 in the Appendix): In the OT C treatment, the dummy variable for the S + shock type has a significant positive impact over the market efficiency (P-value = 0.034) and a negative impact (P-value = 0.088) over the IM-inefficiency. Notice that in the OT C treatment none of the other three shocks has a significant impact either over the market efficiency or the sources of market inefficiency.
Our regression analysis seems to point out also that, in the DA treatment, shocks to the supply curve tend to increase market efficiency from the baseline level of efficiency. On the contrary, shocks to the demand curve leave the market completely unaffected. Along the same lines, the tradeoff between IM and EM inefficiencies does not change after the market has suffered a shock. The latter result is not surprising, since the institutional framework of the DA market allows it to absorb shocks quite rapidly.
We can now state the last result of our research:
Result 8 (Efficiency after shocks in DA and in OTC ). The only shock that significantly affects efficiency in the OT C market in the long run is a positive shock of the supply function S + . Efficiency significantly increases with respect to the no-shock treatment thanks to a reduction in intra-marginal inefficiency. In the same fashion, only shocks to the supply function affect efficiency in the DA market, although they do not have any impact on the sources of market inefficiency.
Summary and conclusions
Experimental economists have investigated the functioning and equilibrium properties of different market institutions, focusing on double auctions and other auction mechanisms. One key feature of auction markets is that buyers and sellers post their bids and asks publicly. However in many markets, such as those where real estate, currencies, or bulk commodities are traded, negotiations and transactions occur on a private and typically bilateral basis rather than through publicly posted bids and asks. Moreover, in an increasing number of these markets, bilateral negotiations and transactions take place via computer rather than orally. In order to clarify how this type of markets work, we have designed an OT C mechanism in which each agent looks for the best counterpart through private bids and asks submitted by computer. In a series of classroom experiments without monetary rewards that involved more than 3300 undergraduate students, we have studied the features and performance of this electronic OT C mechanism by taking as a benchmark the standard electronic DA mechanism. Recently, some theoretical models of OT C markets have been proposed (see, e.g., Duffie et al., 2005 Duffie et al., , 2007 . However, to the best of our knowledge, our paper is the first that investigates electronic OT C markets from an experimental perspective. We found that the loss of public information that characterizes our OT C market with respect to a DA market reduces the efficiency of the OT C mechanism by almost 8 efficiency point (Result 1). We also showed that this loss of efficiency is associated with two facts. First, in more than half of the trading periods, the quantity actually traded in OT C markets is lower than the competitive quantity. As subjects become more familiar with the OT C mechanism, actually traded quantities increase, but this learning effect weakens when the trading period becomes shorter (Result 2). Second, in the OT C mechanism the average price at which the commodity units are traded is significantly lower than the competitive price (Result 3). We then discovered that, while the only source of inefficiency in DA markets is extra-marginal inefficiency (i.e., extra-marginal traders who exchange with intra-marginal traders), in OT C markets, inefficiency is also of the intra-marginal type. That is, there are some intra-marginal traders who could not exchange their good because of the lack of public information characterizing the OT C mechanism (Result 4). In the second part of the paper we introduced shocks into the picture, i.e., shifts in either the demand or the supply curve that modify the competitive equilibrium, and studied how efficiency is affected by different types of shocks. We found that, in the period when the shock takes place, the efficiency gap between the DA and the OT C mechanism shrinks. The latter result is independent of the type of shock. However, the gap emerges again after few periods and increases as the length of the trading period decreases (Result 5). Finally, we discovered that the only shock that significantly affects the functioning and efficiency of the OT C mechanism even in the long run is a positive supply shock, that is, a downward shift of the supply function that increases the competitive quantity and decreases the competitive price. This type of shock, in fact, decreases the cases in which the quantity actually traded in OT C markets is lower than the competitive quantity (Result 6); it reduces the difference between the competitive price and the average closing price in OT C markets (Result 7); and it also reduces the intra-marginal inefficiency associated with the OT C mechanism and thus increases its efficiency (Result 8).
From a policy perspective, these results suggest that regulators of financial markets and other markets in which interactions take place via computer and negotiations occur on a bilateral basis should prefer DA allocation mechanisms over OT C mechanisms, since the former warrants higher information disclosure and thus market equilibria that are more consistent with the competitive one. If an OT C mechanism is implemented, regulators should give traders more time to learn how the mechanism works than it would be the case in a DA market. Regulators should also give traders in an OT C market a sufficiently extended time to negotiate with other traders and find out the 'best' counterpart. Our experiment indicates, in fact, that too short transaction periods affect negatively and in a significant way the efficiency of OT C markets. Also in presence of unexpected modifications in the economic environment, which in our setting take the form of exogenous shocks, the DA mechanism seems to perform better than the OT C mechanism. Finally, if regulators are mainly concerned with enforcing a market mechanism that reveals a price very close to the competitive equilibrium, the DA market ought to be preferred. In particular, this work shows that prices in the OT C market are generally lower than the market equilibrium price, mainly due to persistent selling pressure: when public information about existing bids and asks is not available, sellers feel much more pressure than buyers in finding a trading counterpart. This in turn leaves room for positive surplus to buyers who should be excluded from transactions if the perfectly competitive equilibrium were performed. Hence, if an OT C mechanism is implemented, regulators should protect more (and eventually compensate) intra-marginal sellers, particularly those having costs closer to the equilibrium price.
These policy suggestions are admittedly very tentative, also because our paper seems to be the first systematic investigation of an electronic OT C mechanism from an experimental perspective. There is in fact ample room for further studies that explore experimentally the properties of this economically relevant market institution. In the companion paper Attanasi, Centorrino and Moscati (2014), we carry on the analysis of the OT C mechanism by integrating experimental and computational techniques and bringing into play zero-intelligence agents, that is, computer automata that post bids and asks at random. In future research, our OT C experimental design might be applied to the study of markets, such as those discussed by Rust and Hall (2003) , in which agents trade through intermediaries and thus do not have access to public information about the bids and asks existing in the market. 
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